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Since the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) has aggressively instituted a broad set of security procedures to protect
the American people. These security measures provide multiple layers of protection
using the capabilities of the federal, state and local governments. Nonetheless, the war
fighting posture of the United States, the techniques utilized for achieving success in
campaign planning, can be adapted to provide some measure of increased benefit in
defense of the homeland. By identifying the U.S. strategic centers of gravity (COGs)
and incorporating a comprehensive systems assessment, a useful framework can be
added to the existing DHS toolkit. This paper discusses the traditional COG concept,
incorporates a systems understanding of COGs and then examines the existing
methodology utilized by the DHS for risk assessment. John Warden‟s Five Ring Model
can be effectively used as a viable framework to assist in a more comprehensive risk
assessment methodology by DHS. Finally, a hypothetical scenario is discussed to
illustrate the usefulness of systems thinking to homeland security.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, CENTERS OF GRAVITY AND HOMELAND SECURITY

Since the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001, there have been more than 30
different terrorist plots foiled by the combined efforts of the United States (U.S.) federal,
state and local governments.1 Al Qaeda‟s recently foiled attempt (November 2010)
utilizing cargo bombs aboard United Parcel Service (UPS) cargo planes illustrates their
continued intent to attack U.S. interests and an increasing sophistication in the terrorist
group‟s targeting methodology.2
An analysis of Al Qaeda‟s foiled plots reveals a wide array of targets to include
bridges, major financial institutions, the New York Stock Exchange and various critical
infrastructure assets.3 The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in an effort to
provide security in such an uncertain environment, has aggressively instituted a broad
set of security procedures aimed at providing multiple layers of protection using the
capabilities of the federal, state and local governments. Nonetheless, despite DHS
success in quickly establishing a robust program, improvements are still necessary.
The United States Government (USG) has adopted a war fighting posture in the
battle against terrorism and consequently, the techniques utilized for achieving success
in traditional campaign planning can be adapted to provide a useful mechanism for
improving the nation‟s security. By identifying the U.S. strategic centers of gravity
(COGs) and incorporating a comprehensive systems assessment, a useful framework
can be added to the existing DHS toolkit for identifying critical targets and conducting
comprehensive analysis of the risk posed by terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda.4
This paper reviews the traditional center of gravity concept as espoused in the
Joint Publication 5.0, Joint Operational Planning, and then examines Colonel John A.

Warden III‟s theory (Five Ring Model) of viewing the enemy as a system. Next, the
existing methodology utilized by the DHS for critical infrastructure protection will be
reviewed, followed by a discussion of how adaptation of Warden‟s Five Ring Model can
be used as a viable framework to assist in a more comprehensive risk assessment
methodology. Finally, a hypothetical scenario will be offered to illustrate the value of
systems thinking in homeland security.
A Persistent Terrorist Threat
Although the security measures the United States Government (USG) installed
following the September 11, 2001 attack have been successful in protecting the United
States from subsequent attacks, it is not altogether clear that the existing methodology
adopted by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is sufficiently forward looking
regarding new and emerging threats.5 The most recent National Intelligence Estimate
continues to identify Al Qaeda and its affiliates as a persistent threat against the U.S.
and its interests.6 Since September 11, 2001, the panoply of security measures
instituted were a reaction to an existing and known threat, but Al Qaeda has continued
to adapt and evolve while still being able to recruit new members worldwide.7
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Janet Napolitano has publicly
articulated in a DHS report her belief in an increasing homegrown terrorist threat to
include returning U.S. veterans, which if accurate, poses an even more difficult security
challenge.8 In either case, the reported threat from both external and internal terrorist
groups continues to pose a serious challenge to DHS security planners. Within this
context of a persistent threat from terrorist groups and the increasing attempts by
terrorists to cause death and destruction in recent years, prudence dictates planners
conduct a comprehensive review of existing security measures. Germain Difo, an
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analyst for the American Security Project, argues now is the time to determine which
methods have been effective, which methods are too costly, and the best way to adapt
and prepare for the future.9 Given the size and complexity of the political, economic,
military and social systems in the United States, the potential targets are virtually
endless. Consequently, not every target can be protected with limited resources,
forcing leaders to make hard choices concerning risk management.10 Security planners
need to adopt a methodology that produces a security structure that is not only cost
effective and sustainable in the long term, but also one that can be justified to the
public.11
Traditional Center of Gravity Analysis
When developing a comprehensive strategy to protect the U.S. homeland,
planners should consider security planning synonymous to military campaign planning.
In military planning, joint doctrine requires commanders and their staff to identify and
analyze adversary centers of gravity (COGs).12 A center of gravity (COG) is defined as:
“a source of power that provides moral or physical strength, freedom of action or will to
act. It‟s what the Prussian theorist Carl von Clausewitz called „the hub of all power and
movement, on which everything depends.‟”13 One can reason that if it is good practice
to identify and analyze an adversary‟s COGs, then it should also be good practice to
analyze one‟s own COGs. In fact, joint doctrine specifically requires that when
conducting campaign planning, the commander identify not only adversary COGs, but
also friendly COGs.14 It is this process of identifying COGs that serves as a foundation
for identifying sources of power as well as sources of critical vulnerability.15
Adapting this COG concept to the United States for homeland security is not
necessarily intuitive, however it would provide policy makers with a better understanding
3

of the nation‟s power centers and apply protective resources accordingly. 16 In
attempting to adapt this COG concept to the context of homeland security, one must
remember that Clausewitz envisioned the enemy acting as one single entity and that by
overcoming an enemy‟s COG, they would then collapse completely.17 Planners must
determine how the United States acts as one entity and then specifically identify the one
decisive COG that once overcome, would cause the United States to collapse. Since
the United States as a whole is a very complex entity in terms of governance, economic
systems, military forces and national infrastructure, one has a very difficult time
attempting to identify one decisive point. It is precisely at this stage in the planning
process that the traditional COG framework becomes seemingly difficult to adapt for
homeland security and one may be tempted to abandon further efforts. Nonetheless,
Clausewitz‟s theory of COG when properly applied using the enemy as a whole, or
system, is still valid and applicable.18
Using Systems Analysis in COG Determination
This principle of understanding the enemy as a whole, or as a system, is the key
to making the COG concept a useful tool for homeland security planners. In the case of
the United States, a country composed of numerous complex systems, a more refined
application of Clausewitz‟s COG theory is needed. Colonel John Warden‟s theory of
viewing the “enemy as a system” and associated Five Ring Model used during the
Desert Storm air campaign is a useful tool in the homeland security environment.
Warden advocates that when thinking strategically, one must think of the enemy as a
“system composed of numerous subsystems.”19 On initial consideration, one might
argue using Warden‟s enemy as a system concept for COG determination in the United
States does not apply since the situations encountered by the DHS are not the same as
4

Desert Storm. After all, Warden‟s Five Ring Model was the concept used for a massive
aerial bombing campaign and not necessarily applicable when dealing with a group like
Al Qaeda that does not possess an air force. However, the utility of the Five Ring
Model in determining critical targets is not dependent upon the method of ordnance
delivery but rather the targets attacked.
Warden‟s Five Ring Model is based upon the premise that all human
organizations including societies are designed similarly and share certain
characteristics.20 Warden asserts these organizations all share a leadership function,
an organic essential or function that converts energy in some form; an infrastructure; a
population and a defensive system of some form.21 Graphically, these shared
characteristics of a system are depicted as Warden‟s Five Ring Model in Figure 1.

Leadership

Organic Essentials
Infrastructure
Population
Fighting Mechanism

Figure 1
Warden configured his base Five Ring Model to apply to any country by
identifying the applicable system components in each ring. For leadership, the obvious
component is the existing government of that country; the organic essentials would be
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composed of power production facilities such as electrical grids, nuclear power plants,
and infrastructure correlating to bridges, railways or other key assets.22 Warden also
adapted his base model for a non-state actor such as a drug cartel, where the organic
essential is changed from a traditional concept like a power plant to a drug processing
center or laboratory and its associated infrastructure as its distribution network.23 Using
this adaptable Five Ring Model, a useful framework for identifying U.S. key centers of
gravity emerges and more specifically, a potential framework for identifying critical
vulnerabilities as well.24
In addition to proposing the basics tenets of the Five Ring Model, Warden and
other air power theorists also advocated the concepts of strategic paralysis and parallel
war. The concept of strategic paralysis is based upon an understanding of an entity as
a system, composed of the five rings, where those specific parts of the system that are
controlled externally and results in the system as a whole being unable to act as it
wishes, or in other words, is paralyzed.25 To achieve strategic paralysis, parallel warfare
is utilized, where each major system component in each of the five rings is brought
under simultaneous or near-simultaneous attack.26 These concepts of parallel war and
strategic paralysis were combined during the Desert Storm air campaign and were
arguably successful in achieving the desired effect.27
However, in the realm of homeland security, anticipation of an aerial
bombardment like the one conducted by the largest coalition of attacking forces in
modern history is not likely. Nonetheless, the systems analysis methodology, the Five
Ring Model, and the concept of parallel attack can be useful in refining existing
homeland security strategy. When utilizing these elements, it is absolutely critical to
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understand the United States as an entire system, composed of various subsystems.28
Particularly for a complex entity like the United States, identifying COGs is rather
difficult since multiple COGs will exist and they all have an interrelated impact, making it
difficult to isolate one decisive point.29 As a result of the interrelated connectivity and
complexity of the U.S. homeland, terrorist attacks should not be analyzed in isolation
but rather they should be analyzed in relation to the entire system and pertinent
subsystems.
In conventional offensive military operations, control or damage to enough
systems at the operational level can paralyze an adversary at the strategic level, without
destroying the entire system.30 In the context of terrorist attacks, one can conceive of a
purposeful design to achieve a particular effect on a system rather than simple
destruction of a target or the direct and immediate consequences resulting therefore.31
For instance, if there was a terrorist attack on the port in Long Beach, California, could
the port be effectively shut down for an extended period of time without being totally
destroyed? If this effect were achieved, the total economic impact would be
dramatically more significant than simply the physical destruction or loss of life during
the attack. The effects of such an attack would ripple through the shipping sector and
any associated manufacturing sector negatively affected by a stopped or slowed
exchange of goods. But what if such a terrorist attack were combined with other attacks
that were nearly simultaneous, designed to disrupt various subsystems that support the
U.S. economic system?
Using a systems approach provides a more complete understanding by
examining the impact of the attacks on the entire economic system, not in isolation or
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limited to a particular sector like shipping. Attackers can exploit the initiative by
incorporating the concept of parallel war, across three dimensions: time, space and the
various levels of security to include local, state and federal.32 Defending against the
threat of potential, sequenced terrorist attacks requires the same measures as
defending against parallel war. These measures include the identification of the
enemy‟s real target and better coordination of all our military, law enforcement, political
and economic actors to develop a comprehensive and integrated defensive strategy.33
Current Homeland Defense Security Protection Plan
Armed with an understanding of a systems framework in COG determination, it is
also helpful to understand current homeland security policies, strategies, and plans.
From the outset of its existence, the DHS utilized a broad-based approach that sought
to increase security awareness by making decisions about priorities that were based
upon consequences, most importantly, the impact on the American population.34 In
2006, then DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff directed utilization of a risk-based approach
in making resource allocation decisions.35 Even with a greater emphasis on risk
analysis, developing adequate security measures still presented a formidable challenge
in comparing threats across so many targets as well as determining accurate
consequences of a potential attack.36
When attempting to make risk-informed decisions, there is no certain and correct
method available to measure risk accurately and completely.37 The Rand Corporation
published a report in 2005 espousing a method of risk analysis that defined risk as a
function of three components: threat, vulnerability and consequence.38 Mathematically,
the RAND model of component of risk is represented as: R(Risk) = T(Threat) x
V(Vulnerability) x C(Consequences). This construct provides a coherent method for
8

applying an analytical approach in establishing security measures. Given a near infinite
number of possible terrorist targets, some mechanism to identify risk and allocate
resources must be used.39 Using RAND risk framework, one can analyze each of the
variables of risk to determine the overall level of risk. For instance, if the threat to a
particular target has a high probability, then the level of risk is greatly increased.
Additionally, the vulnerability of the target and the consequence of the target being
destroyed factor into the calculation. Unfortunately, determining the actual level of
threat, or more accurately, determining the probability of an attack is difficult and often
unreliable.
Intuitively, if the probability of an attack is zero, then the corresponding risk is
zero. Additionally, if the consequence of the total destruction of the target is zero, then
the corresponding risk is zero. More often than not however, the true risk to a target is
somewhere between the extremes and deriving values for each individual risk variable
is not simple. As a result, scholars in the security field such as John Mueller from the
Ohio State University, argue for security measures that overlap across the broadest
potential target set possible because there is a great deal of uncertainty and variability
in the component risk variables.40 The Department of Homeland Security has to some
extent, adopted this same approach. Beginning with the Clinton Administration and its
Presidential Decision Directive (PDD)-63, the protection of key infrastructure
components essential to the nation was specifically designed to prevent and minimize
any significant disruptions in services.41 This was further refined by the Bush
Administration in 2003 with the Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-7,
where the U.S. policy was to include protection of U.S. critical infrastructure and key
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resources “from terrorist attacks.”42 The resulting National Strategy for the Physical
Protection of Critical Infrastructures and Key Assets (CIKA) underscored the need to
develop a “comprehensive, prioritized assessment of facilities, systems and functions”
for the entire nation.43
The Congressional Research Service (CRS) conducted a recent review of U.S.
infrastructure protection measures and identified the efforts of the DHS to protect
various sectors to include public health, shipping, agriculture as well as chemical
facilities.44 The CRS concluded that as a matter of policy, federal efforts should be
focused toward those targets that posed the greatest risks.45 Although seemingly
obvious, previous policy documents such as the PDD-63 or HSPD-7 contained virtually
no instruction regarding the incorporation of risk. Nonetheless, the basic dilemma of
correctly identifying risk based on the uncertainty and variability of factors is
unknowable and makes prioritization of resources difficult. Since risk measurement for
homeland security is not in the same class as auto accidents derived from reliable
statistical data, determining how much to spend on protecting a potential target is still a
daunting task.46
So how much should the taxpayer be willing to pay to mitigate risk on potential
terrorist targets, especially when the probability of an attack is widely variable? 47
Reportedly, the DHS spent 34% of its budget on lowering the vulnerability of potential
targets.48 In the DHS risk analysis equation of R(Risk) = T(Threat) x V(Vulnerability) x
C(Consequence), the DHS has, in essence, opted to reduce the one variable it can
quantifiably control, the vulnerability variable (V). The risk analysis methodology
employed in practice in essence becomes: R = V x C. Hence, some security analysts
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argue that security measures should have a “dual or collateral benefit” where
vulnerability across a broad group of targets is reduced.49 Another school of thought in
the security community advocates focusing on the worst case scenario where the
emphasis is placed on the consequences of an attack.50 According to the
Congressional Research Service (CRS), existing risk analysis by the DHS places an
assessment of target vulnerability and consequences of an attack on an 80 point scale
and then adds it to the probability of an attack on a 20 point scale (R = V x C + V).51 In
this manner, since the factors of vulnerability and consequence are added to the threat
component, the threat or probability of an attack on a specific target is still accounted for
but given significantly less weight. Taken to the extreme, the threat factor (T) to a target
can be zero, but the assigned risk factor can still considered relatively high, leading
policy makers to allocate resources to protect it.
The most recent National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) released in 2009
champions the utilization of a risk analysis that combines the factor of threat,
vulnerability and consequence information as a function where R = f(C,V,T).52 In fact,
the new NIPP significantly expanded the discussion of risk analysis and advocated the
use of cross sector analysis to measure impacts across various critical infrastructure
sectors.53 While these modifications by DHS in its methodology more closely approach
a comprehensive systems approach, it still falls short. For instance, the updated plan is
still focused on an “asset, system, network or functional basis, depending upon the
fundamental characteristic of the individual sectors.”54 As a result, this approach does
not begin at the highest level, starting with the nation as a whole system or with the
economic system as an integrated whole, composed of numerous sectors. The current
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DHS plan allows for systems consideration but only specifies sector systems such as
communications and informational technology systems, indicating that the strategy still
does not consider an assessment of the entire economic system and is limited to
particular infrastructure subsystems.55
This methodological limitation manifests itself in the assessment of risk by not
accounting fully for the potential consequence of attacks or parallel attacks. The NIPP
divides consequence analysis into categories of population impact, economic impact,
and psychological impact as well as governance impacts.56 Specifically, the economic
consequences are calculated based upon damage to infrastructure with respect to
physical asset destruction, with a focus on the “cost to rebuild asset, cost to respond to
and recover from an attack, downstream costs resulting from disruption of product or
service….”57 This construct does not incorporate any possible synergistic effects
resulting from parallel, system-designed attacks aimed at a higher, national level effect,
such as the overall economy of the United States. Even the fifteen National Planning
Scenarios call for a governmental response that deals with the impacts of a specific
type of attack.58 None of the published scenarios contain a methodology where shocks
are combined in multiple, cross attack scenarios to obtain a desired effect on a national
system such as the American economy. Even if multiple, simultaneous natural
disasters are assumed to be rare, this does not account for a combined natural disaster
and one or more terrorist attacks. DHS acknowledges in its most recent NIPP that
“nearly all sectors share relationships with elements of the energy, information
technology, communications, banking and finance, and transportation sectors,” but it
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still does not directly discuss how to consider or measure sector impact on the overall
economic system.59
Additionally, the U.S. Government established the National Infrastructure
Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) to provide advance modeling of simulated
attacks and provide data on their associated impacts on the nations critical
infrastructure, measured in terms of their “dependencies and interdependencies,” but
there is no indication the focus rises above the infrastructure asset itself to the overall
economic system of the nation.60 The initial National Asset Database last updated in
2006 had more than 77,000 entries of key national assets identified for some measure
of protection.61
Lastly, the National Strategy for the Physical Protection of Critical Infrastructures
and Key Assets acknowledges terrorists “may choose to target critical infrastructure and
key assets as low-risk means to generate mass casualties, shock and panic.”62
However, what is not addressed is that terrorists may also choose to attack critical
infrastructure targets and key assets for a broader, more strategic effect. Terrorists may
choose to attack a national Center of Gravity (COG) such as the U.S. economic system,
and terrorists may use a systems approach combined with parallel attacks. Thus far,
neither U.S. Government policy nor security planning seems to incorporate a
comprehensive systems approach.
Indicators of Growing Al Qaeda Sophistication
The current conventional wisdom concerning Al Qaeda‟s targeting indicates a
propensity to select targets with a high population density to achieve a desired effect,
cause disruption and display a symbolic consequence.63 But will this existing propensity
always be the standard? Since it is also commonly understood that the attack of
13

September 11, 2001, were highly sophisticated and involved numerous targets,
attacked nearly simultaneously, why should one reasonably expect Al Qaeda to
continue using the same targeting methodology? Al Qaeda has already demonstrated a
willingness to conduct extensive research and pursue creative operational capabilities
such as learning to pilot commercial aircraft.64 When considering future attacks by Al
Qaeda, the National Security Council has reported Al Qaeda is aggressively pursuing
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) such as nuclear devices or chemical and
biological agents.65 If Al Qaeda is successful in employing weapons of mass
destruction, then the previous targeting methodology is not necessarily limited or
necessarily required. Although the U.S. Government has fielded a more robust system
of security since the September 11, 2001 attack, utilizing a systems framework can
assist in anticipating Al Qaeda targeting.
On what basis should we expect Al Qaeda targeting to diverge from traditional
high population, maximum disruption targets? The U.S. Secret Service has conducted
research revealing that when conducting threat assessments, “all targeted violence is
the result of an understandable and often discernable process of thinking and
behavior.”66 Additionally, the Secret Service discovered that individuals who committed
acts of targeted violence also demonstrated a pattern of certain behavior before the
event.67 A review of foiled Al Qaeda attacks and plans has shown methods that include
assassination attempts on governmental officials, attacks on infrastructure to include
nuclear power plants, financial centers, refineries and even military bases.68 Al Qaeda
also exhibited these behaviors to included communication about specific organizational
intent.69
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In a review of public Al Qaeda communications, security officials acknowledge
that Al Qaeda has designs on “crippling our economy” but these same officials boldly
claim “no enemy of the U.S. should think a city or region can be put out of business.”70
However, a survey of existing literature on the intentions and designs of Al Qaeda
reveals a “coherent long-term strategy” depicting the organizational struggle in terms of
“economic war.”71 More striking is Abu-„Ubayd al-Qurashi‟s claim, a jihadist leader and
aide to Osama bin Laden, who declared, “It is clearly apparent that the American
economy is America‟s center of gravity…aborting the American economy is not an
unattainable dream.”72 What is particularly striking is not just the emphasis on the U.S.
economy as the target, but rather the terminology used: “Center of Gravity.” This is not
a term used in common parlance, but indicates a certain familiarity with military
concepts. One security analyst reports Al Qaeda makes “strategic decisions with
detached, methodical precision, constantly assessing alternative approaches as well as
seeking additional means or methods.”73 Al Qaeda‟s familiarity with military concepts
combined with a tendency to adapt organizational behavior means that anticipating a
more robust understanding of COG analysis by Al Qaeda can prevent a strategic shock.
In fact, the incorporation of systems analysis and COG determination is explicitly and
widely available in the Joint Publication 5.0, via the internet.74 Such a methodology of
anticipating target selection by past behavior and communicated intent is in keeping
with research conducted by the U.S. Secret Service. Consequently, it is not necessarily
a stretch to think Al Qaeda strategy may evolve as they attempt to accomplish what
they propose publicly and vociferously.
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Extrapolation from the September 11, 2001 Attack
The attack of September 11, 2001 was reported to have resulted in the loss of
over one million jobs and caused a drop of three percent in U.S. Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).75 A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report claimed the direct
effect of the September 11, 2001 attack was not significant enough to cause a long-term
economic impact to the nation as a whole.76 Although the specific macroeconomic
impact is not concretely identifiable due to the economy previously beginning to show
signs of slipping into a recession, it is difficult to deny the attacks had a large, negative
effect on various economic sectors such as the aviation industry and the local economy,
particularly the city of New York. Even though the CRS report dismissed the long-term
macroeconomic effect of the September 11, 2001 attack, many economists believe the
attack had a detectable, negative impact on the U.S. economy at the macroeconomic
level in the short term.77
Nonetheless, the CRS provides a “blue print” for what an attacker needs to do to
have a significant macroeconomic impact. Specifically, the CRS states an attack would
have to cause major indirect effects, principally in the areas of consumer confidence, a
form of financial panic that leads to decreased foreign investment and increased
spending on security, as well as introduce a price shock via energy costs.78 The CRS
report also noted that in times of international crisis, investors typically seek safety for
their assets in the United States. However, in the instance of the September 11, 2001
attack, the international crisis was occurring in the United States. Consequently, there
was a “short run decline in the net purchases of U.S. assets by foreigners.”79 Although
there was no panic selling and no run on the dollar after the aftermath of the September
11, 2001 attack, all trading of U.S. Treasury securities was stopped for two days, and
16

the stock market was closed for six days.80 As witnessed during the recent mortgage
and banking crisis leading to the current U.S. recession, the role of the Federal Reserve
in preventing a complete financial collapse was instrumental. The same was true after
the September 11, 2001 attack, when the Federal Reserve issued the following
statement: “the Federal Reserve System is open and operating. The discount window
is available to meet liquidity needs.”81 The CRS report credits this action by the Federal
Reserve with prevention of a potential financial panic. However, this particular
vulnerability from the September 11, 2001 attack can be expanded and exploited using
a parallel attack on the U.S. economic system.
Some might argue Al Qaeda was only able to coordinate the September 11,
2001 attack as the result of luck. Perhaps luck was involved, but regardless, if Al
Qaeda is indeed seeking to attack the U.S. center of gravity (economic power) as it
claims, then a feasible strategy can be devised by extrapolating from existing
information to achieve a devastating, direct effect on the U.S. economy. As the CRS
report indicated, a parallel attack to achieve a desired negative macroeconomic effect
would need to achieve a loss in consumer confidence, a financial panic that leads to
decreased foreign investment, and a price shock by way of increased energy costs.
Adapting Warden‟s Five Ring Model previously discussed and the concept of parallel
attacks, Al Qaeda would need to attack economic leadership, economic organic
essentials, key economic infrastructure, the population and defensive system.
Specifically, Warden‟s Five Ring Model can be adapted to show a crude
methodology that could be used by an attacker, based upon the requirements outlined
by the CRS report to inflict damage on the U.S. economic system.
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Warden’s Five-Ring Model

Adapted Construct
Assassination of the Federal Reserve

Leadership
Chairman and the Treasury Secretary
Cyber-attack(s) on the U.S. financial
Organic Essentials
system and New York City (Manhattan).
Exploding a WMD (Dirty Bomb) at major
Infrastructure

shipping port, U.S. oil refineries or
electrical grid.
Random attack(s) on airport terminal or

Population
subway.
State / Local Security Network

Attack(s) on first responders.
Table 1.

Although this type of attack involves more complex planning, the attacks do not
need to be a precision operation occurring at the same time, but can be nearsimultaneous to have the desired effect. Various attack methods could be combined
that have already been used or have been planned for use by Al Qaeda. For instance,
Al Qaeda has previously attempted to use political assassination, hybrid vehicle-bombs,
shoulder fired anti-aircraft missiles and planned to acquire and use WMD.82 These
foiled terrorist attacks illustrate a propensity by Al Qaeda to attack significant targets
that individually, could have a large economic effect. If the individual attacks were
conducted in parallel specifically intended to disrupt the economic system of the U.S.,
the indirect effects could be catastrophic.
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In this hypothetical scenario, the first and most difficult task involves an attack
designed to affect the leadership of the U.S. economic system. In this case, it would
involve the assassination of the Federal Reserve Chairman who is appointed to his
position by the President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate. Replacing
the Federal Reserve Chairman could be done in an expeditious manner following an
emergency. Unfortunately, the new Chairman certainly would not inspire the same level
of confidence to foreign investors when assuring the market of an ability to meet liquidity
needs following a successful assassination. This particular scenario is not far removed
from the reported planned attempts of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed to assassinate Pope
John Paul II and former President Bill Clinton.83
Second, a cyber-attack on the U.S. financial banking system would affect the
organic essentials or second ring of the U.S. economic system. The U.S. Secret
Service in a study of potential cyber threats determined “most incidents required little
technical sophistication” and were conducted easily by inside employees.84 Such a
direct attack to the financial system or even an indirect attack similar in scope to a WikiLeaks disclosure may compromise consumer confidence to such an extent the entire
financial system might be paralyzed.
A third attack to the third ring or economic infrastructure could be utilized to
further erode consumer confidence by negating the use of a U.S. major shipping port or
power generation plant. A 2002 West Coast longshoreman strike was estimated to
potentially cause $19.4 billion in economic losses during a 10 day shutdown and $48
billion for a 20 day shutdown of the affected ports.85 Aside from the direct economic
impact, the potential indirect effect to the economic system as a whole must also be
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considered. A dirty bomb might contaminate a port access chokepoint preventing
workers access for a significant period of time or affect the cargo cranes thereby
severely limiting trade. This type of attack with a dirty bomb was the same method
attributed to Jose Padilla during his arrest in 2002 as well as the disrupted plan
involving Dhiren Baroot in 2004 against a target in the United Kingdom.86 Additionally,
an attack on an oil refinery such as the foiled plot involving Michael Reynolds who
planned to destroy gas pipelines and energy infrastructure in 2005 would drive up the
price of gasoline and oil. An increase in gasoline and oil prices would qualify as an
energy price shock that would ripple through the economy increasing costs to
businesses dependent upon any form of transportation. The CRS analyzed the
economic impact on the Gulf region following Hurricane Katrina and noted there is a
correlation between most recessions and higher oil prices.87
As for attacks on the fourth ring, the U.S. population, random attacks in malls,
subways, etc., would be detrimental to consumer confidence, but perhaps not as much
as an attack at a major airport terminal. Since most of the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) security and screening is geared for protecting the airplanes from
being hijacked or destroyed in flight, a significant economic effect could be achieved by
attacking a busy airport terminal where the ticket counters are located. An attack on a
large airport terminal such as Atlanta Hartsfield or Chicago O‟Hare would have an
enormous impact on the entire air travel system. The airport might not be destroyed but
the airport and others around the nation would be severely disrupted and possibly,
temporarily shut down.
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The fifth ring involves attacking the U.S. defensive system. In this example,
attacks on the first responders would slow down recovery efforts, affecting
governmental response to any crisis. An attack on first responders following an initial
attack would add confusion to recovery efforts, exacerbate the effects of the initial
attack and cause untold indirect effects.
In outlining such a hypothetical scenario, the main point is to highlight the severe
impact of parallel attacks combined with a systems-designed targeting approach. This
hypothetical scenario is not provided to determine the most probable method of attack
or to provide a commentary on the probable next target. One should not however,
given the history of Al Qaeda‟s tendency to adapt organizational behavior, be surprised
if parallel attacks are used in the future and combined with a systems approach for
targeting U.S. centers of gravity. In this hypothetical scenario, each of the individual
targets selected using the Five Ring Model is based on a published, foiled Al Qaeda
attack. Additionally, given Al Qaeda‟s use and understanding of military concepts, one
can anticipate more sophisticated enemy thinking in the future.
Conclusion
By incorporating a systems approach and the concept of parallel attack to
existing methodology, the DHS strategy can fully leverage their stated risk components
of consequence, vulnerability and threat (R = f(C,V,T)).88 Although Warden‟s Five Ring
Model was utilized in the Desert Storm air campaign, it certainly can be adapted for use
in homeland security planning. By doing so, security planners can better understand
the potential consequence of multiple, critical infrastructure or key resources being
destroyed or neutralized for a short period of time particularly with respect to the
economy as a whole. The Five Ring Model also provides planners with a methodology
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for greater understanding of system vulnerability and how parallel attacks might affect
larger economic systems or even the entire national economic system, transcending
individual sectors. Finally, security planners can better assess targeting probabilities
should Al Qaeda attack the U.S. center of gravity espoused by Al Qaeda leaders, the
U.S. economy. Al Qaeda has shown a keen ability to adapt and evolve, and the
security community in the United States must be able to do the same. The combination
of systems thinking and parallel war can help planners more effectively secure the
homeland against future attacks.
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